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MARTEZ L. RUCKER, Vocals and Piano
assisted by
Patrick Laslie, Mark Jackson, Taylor O’Donnell,
Ashley Kirby, and Christy Ledden, Vocals
Randy Gist, Saxophone
Dave Hay, Piano
Sam Weber, Bass
Ryan Andrews, Drums
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Fred Hersch/Cheryl Pyle
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Lush Life
A Dance With Me (Rain Waltz)
Lee’s Dream
Take the ‘A’ Train
Valentine (A Wish)
So This Is Love
Stuttering
Johnny Come Lately
My Love Is As A Fever
The Sleepers
Something To Live For
Lost In Another Time (Days Gone By)
Blood Count (My Flame Burns Blue)

Martez L. Rucker is a candidate for the Master of Music degree majoring in performance-jazz. He received his bachelor’s degree from Columbia College Chicago.